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Abstract
Graph drawing is the pictorial representation of graphs in a multi-dimensional space.
Energy models are the prevalent approach to graph drawing. In this paper, we propose
energy models for drawing signed unidirectional graphs where edges are labeled either
as positive (attractive) or as negative (repulsive). The existent energy models do not
discriminate against edge sign. Hence, they do not lend themselves to drawing signed
graphs. We suggest a general equation for signed energy models by proposing a dual
energy model for graphs containing uniquely negative edges, and combining it linearly
with the primary model. We then concentrate on revealing the community structure of
social network graphs (sociograms) where edge sign represents the state of relationship
between two individuals. In this goal, Signed LinLog model is built based on LinLog
model whose clustering properties for unsigned graphs is already known. The properties
of Signed LinLog model are outlined analytically, and its synthetic and real layouts are
presented.

1

Introduction

The drawing of a graph called layout is the graphical representation of the graph where each
vertex is assigned with a coordinate vector in a metric space. Graph drawing has applications
in many branches of science needing information visualization like cartography, bioinformatics
and social network analysis. Large scale Internet applications can also benefit from graph
drawing to assign hosts with virtual network coordinates reflecting Internet latency [3].
Energy-based (also known as force-based 1 ) technique [9, 5, 11, 6, 4, 19] is a pretty popular
approach to graph drawing thanks to advantages like good layout quality, ease of implementation and code flexibility. The basic assumption in these models [5, 6, 4, 19] is that there is an
attraction force between the connected vertices while all vertices repulse each other. This line
of modeling captures all edges as a measure of attraction, while in many contexts like social
networks [8], vertices (users) express positive or negative attitude towards each other. Consequently, the existing models place connected vertices close to each other even if some edges
reflect dislike. While numerous works have studied positive interactions in social networks,
there has been less research about signed networks [16]. In particular, there is a big gap in
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the literature of drawing signed graphs. We are only aware of the work in [14] shortly investigating prediction, clustering and visualization in signed graphs by generalizing the spectral
approaches for signed graphs. However, their visualization technique has not the clustering
property we seek. This lack of literature about signed graph visualization motivated us to
suggest energy models for drawing unidirectional signed graphs. In these models, positive
edges are interpreted as attraction between vertices while negative edges denote repulsion.
In this paper we first give the summary of the related work in 2. Notations are defined in
Section 3. In Section 4, we suggest a dual formulation for a popular class of energy models
aimed at drawing graphs containing only negative edges. This model is linearly combined
with its primary to suggest a general equation for signed energy functions. Precisely because
we are interested in drawing sociograms where clusters indicate communities, we emphasize
how to draw clustered layouts of signed graphs. The clustering property of energy models
has recently been elaborated by Noack [19]. In sprite of this work, we suggest the Signed
LinLog model, and analytically derive its clustering properties. The behavior of the model
is clarified in Section 5 presenting a toy example as well as layouts of real data. Section 9
concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

The problem of drawing unsigned graphs has been addressed in several works [9, 5, 11, 6,
4, 19]. Energy-based technique is the prevalent approach to graph drawing. This approach
has several advantages like good layout quality, ease of implementation and flexibility (easily
modifiable codes). It is composed of two components: the energy model and the optimization
algorithm. The energy model is a heuristic function defining the energy of layouts. The
optimal layout is that with minimum energy. The role of the optimization algorithm is to
find the local minimum of the energy function. Energy-based approaches differ in the energy
function and the optimization algorithm they use. Two main disadvantages associated with
energy models are the difficulty of finding the global minimum of the energy function and
high running time for very large graphs. In this approach, vertex coordinates are determined
by minimizing a heuristic energy function through an iterative optimization algorithm. The
Spring Embedder method [5] was one of the earliest variants of energy models in which a
graph is considered as a collection of electrically charged rings connected through spring
edges. Therefore, all vertices repulse each other, while the attraction exists uniquely between
connected vertices. The equilibrium is sought between all attractive and repulsive forces by
iteratively modifying vertex coordinates, minimizing the energy after a number of cycles. The
energy minimization algorithm of this work had high complexity rendering it inefficient for
large graphs. Fruchterman and Reingold [6] refined this algorithm by first computing the net
force exerted on each vertex, then moving it in the direction of the net force by an extent
limited by a decreasing function of cycle number. The scalability was further enhanced by
Tunkelang [22]. The author adopts the algorithm by Barnes and Hut [1] using a quad-tree to
approximate the repulsion force of many distant vertices as a single one. In this paper, we also
use this algorithm to optimize our energy functions. Kamada and Kawai [11] model the graph
as a system of springs acting according to Hook’s Law. A spring is assumed between every
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two vertices whose rest length is proportional to the graph-theoretical distance between the
end-points and whose spring constant is inversely proportional to the square of this distance.
Hall [9, 12] introduces a quadratic energy function for connected vertices, but puts geometrical
constraints on the vertex coordinates in order to prevent them from overlapping on a single
point. Lately, Koren and Çivril [13] have proposed a binary stress model by linking up the
stress and the electrical spring models. A survey of force-based models is available in [2].
All these works have the goal of generating layouts in a way that the readability criteria for
aesthetic drawing is satisfied. These criteria are in general uniform distribution of vertices,
minimum edge crossing and uniform edge length. They lead to increased layout clarity,
but prevent the appearance of clusters. Recently, Noack [19] has elaborated the problem of
clustering energy models. The author argues that energy models are in general not clustering,
and suggests the LinLog model as the special model drawing layouts where convex subgraphs
are plot separately, and the distance between clusters of a bipartition decreases with the
number of connecting edges.
None of the works described above refer to signed graph drawing. To the best of authors’
knowledge, there is only [14] addressing shortly the problem of signed graph drawing using
spectral approaches. Though, their approach does not have our desired clustering property.

3

Definitions

A d-dimensional layout p of a graph G = (V, E) is a mapping of vertices into a Euclidean
space M : V −→ Rd where ∀v ∈ V is assigned with a coordinate vector pv . The Euclidean
distance between u and v is denoted by kpu − pv k. Here, we clarify the clustering property by
introducing the notions of density and distance. We denote unsigned graphs by G = (V, E)
where V is the set of vertices and E the set of edges. A subgraph of an unsigned graph is
considered as a cluster, if it contains lots of internal edges while few edges to the rest of the
graph. There exist many different clusterings for a particular graph. To judge the clustering
quality between two disjoint clusters, a coupling measure is defined between them. The best
clustering is the one minimizing the coupling. One widely used coupling measure between
two clusters V1 and V2 is the cut:
cut[V1 , V2 ] = EV1 ×V2 ,

where EV1 ×V2 represents the set of edges between V1 and V2 . The cut has the disadvantage
of preferring biased clusters, i.e. one huge cluster against a tiny one. The normalized cut also
known as density can remove this drawback:
density(V1 , V2 ) =

cut[V1 , V2 ]
.
|V1 | |V2 |

Cut and density are coupling measures for generation of graph bipartitions2 . Other measures
like Newman Modularity [17] may be used to generate clusterings with more than two clusters.
We present three definitions of distance for F ⊂ V (2) and layout p widely used in graph
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geometry. The arithmetic mean distance is the linear average of the Euclidean distance
between all vertex pairs:
arith(F, p) =

1
|F |

X

kpu − pv k.

{u,v}∈F

The geometrical mean distance and the harmonic mean distance of F are non-linear averaging
functions to compute distance:
s
geo(F, p) = |F |

Y

kpu − pv k,

|F |

harm(F, p) = P

1
{u,v}∈F kpu −pv k

{u,v}∈F

.

In clustered layouts the vertices of each cluster are plot close to each other. For unsigned
graphs with attractive edges the distance between clusters must be in inverse relation with
their density. For unsigned graphs with repulsive edges, where a cluster contains vertices
having negative edges towards another subset of vertices, the distance between clusters must
vary directly with their density.
Here, we generalize the above definitions to signed graphs. We represent signed graphs
with Gs = (V, E), where E = E + ∪ E − , E + ∩ E − = ∅. The set of positive and negative
edges are denoted by E + and E − , respectively. In signed graphs, a cluster is a subgraph
containing a large number of internal positive edges and few internal negative edges. An
optimal bipartition of a signed graph maximizes both the number of positive internal edges
of the partitions and the number of negative edges between them. The positive and negative
cut between two disjoint clusters V1 , V2 ⊂ V indicate the number of connecting positive and
negative edges, respectively:
cut+ [V1 , V2 ] = EV+ ×V ,
1
2

cut− [V1 , V2 ] = EV− ×V
1

2

.

Consequently, positive density and negative density between two disjoint clusters are defined
as:
density + (V1 , V2 ) =

cut+ [V1 , V2 ]
,
|V1 | |V2 |

density − (V1 , V2 ) =

cut− [V1 , V2 ]
.
|V1 | |V2 |

In this paper, we also introduce three new definitions of distance for signed layouts appearing
further in the theorems. The positive arithmetic mean distance for F ⊂ V (2) and layout p is
defined as:
(

P
arith+ (F, p)

=

=

2
{u,v}∈F λuv kpu − pv k
, λuv =
+
1
EF + |F |
+ arith(E + , p) + |F | arith(F, p)
EF
F
,
+ + |F |
EF

+
if {u, v} ∈ EF

otherwise

where EF+ is the set of positive edges of F . It is a linear averaging function where positivelyconnected vertex pairs are counted twice. We define in the same way the negative geometrical
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mean distance:
geo− (F, p)

s

E − +|F |
F

=

(
Y

λ0uv kpu − pv k,

{u,v}∈F

r

E − +|F |
F

=

λ0uv =

2

−
if {u, v} ∈ EF

1

otherwise

−

− , p) EF geo(F, p)|F | ,
geo(EF

where EF− is the set of negative edges of F . Finally, the negative harmonic mean distance of
F on layout p is defined as:
harm− (F, p)

=

− + |F |
EF
λ0uv
{u,v}∈F kpu −pv k

,

P

λ0uv =

− + |F |
EF

=

−
EF
−)
harm(EF

(
2
1

−
if {u, v} ∈ EF

otherwise

.

|F |

+ harm(F,p)

Negative edges between V1 and V2 are weighted twice as much in geo− (F, p) and harm− (F, p).
These definitions can be generalized further (as in Corollary 4.1 and Corollary B.2) to count
positive and negative edges or disconnected pairs as many times as desired. In clustered signed
layouts, the distance between two clusters increases with negative density and decreases with
positive density.

4

Energy Models for Clustering Signed Graphs

The conventional work line in the designation of energy models is to suppose disconnected
vertices repulse each other until infinity. The attraction force exists wherever an edge exists
between vertices, and the system rests when the equilibrium between these forces is achieved.
For layout p of an unsigned graph G = (V, E + ) with attractive edges, many of the known
energy models [19, 6, 4] have the following form:
U=

X

f (kpu − pv k) +

{u,v}∈E +

X

g(kpu − pv k),

{u,v}∈V (2)

where f (kpu − pv k) represents the attraction energy, and g(kpu − pv k) the repulsion energy.
In this conventional work line, disconnected subgraphs repulse each other towards infinity.
Reminding the small world phenomenon in human societies [15], this infinite repulsion is
questionable in social network visualization, as there is no convincing reason to count two
disconnected communities of people as infinitely far from each other. In other words, the
absence of interactions between two communities suggests ignorance rather than antagonism.
We introduce a new category of energy models which can be viewed as the dual formulation
of the actual models. The idea is that each vertex establishes links to other vertices only
based on a distrust relation. In contrast to the conventional models, we assume there is an
5

attraction force between every two different vertices while connected vertices repulse each
other. For layout p of an unsigned graph G = (V, E − ) with repulsive edges, this dual model
has the general form of:
X

UDual =

X

f (kpu − pv k) +

g(kpu − pv k).

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈V (2)

The particular advantage of this model is to separate clusters of vertices based on their
similar dislike habits. In a connected bipartite graph for example, the two partitions of
vertices are plot apart from each other, with the vertices of each partition overlapping on
the same point. Though, this model may be criticized in the inverse way of conventional
models. Namely, there is no reason for two disconnected vertices to be extremely close to,
even overlapping, each other. In addition, drawing models are required to avoid vertex overlap
as one of the primitive requirements in graph embedding. Fortunately, a linear combination
of conventional models with their dual can lift the drawbacks of both, and satisfy the vertex
non-overlap condition. In addition, while primary and dual models can handle either positive
or negative edges, the combined version upgrades the modeling power to signed graphs. For
a signed graph Gs = (V, E) we define:
USignedGraph

X

=

X

f (kpu − pv k) +

X

g(kpu − pv k) +

(1)

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈E +

f (kpu − pv k) + g(kpu − pv k).

{u,v}∈V (2)

Other possible forms are suggested in Section 6. To have an intuition into the behavior of
the model, lets consider the simple example of a graph with two vertices. If the vertices are
disconnected, the minimum energy of the system is a solution to f (kpu − pv k) + g(kpu − pv k) =
0. In case they are positively or negatively connected, the minimum energy layout would
correspond to 2f (kpu −pv k)+g(kpu −pv k) = 0 and f (kpu −pv k)+2g(kpu −pv k) = 0, respectively. It
is seen from this simple example that the model places disconnected vertices within a neutral
distance from each other, while positively/negatively connected vertices are put closer/further
w.r.t. the neutral distance. The ability to draw disconnected graphs is an advantage of signed
energy models as conventional energy models have difficulties with handling disconnected
graphs. Recalling we are interested in clustered layouts, we focus on the Signed LinLog
model whose clustering properties of the unsigned version is proven in [19]. LinLog [19] and
Dual LinLog models are defined as follows:
X

ULinLog =

{u,v}∈E +

UDualLinLog =

X

kpu − pv k −

X

ln kpu − pv k.

{u,v}∈V (2)

kpu − pv k −

X
{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈V (2)
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ln kpu − pv k.

Signed LinLog is then defined as:
USignedLinLog

X

=

X

kpu − pv k −

X

ln kpu − pv k +

(2)

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈E +

kpu − pv k − ln kpu − pv k.

{u,v}∈V (2)

In the rest of this section we derive the clustering properties of this new model. Theorem 4.1
states that a layout with minimum Signed LinLog energy is the best trade-off between the
minimization of the positive arithmetic mean and the maximization of the negative geometrical mean of the whole vertices. The former necessitates putting the vertices close to each
other, while the latter is likely to move them away. The point is that positive edges have
more weight in arith+ (V (2) , p), but negative edges are weighted more in geo− (V (2) , p). Then,
shortening positive edges results in more decrease in arith+ (V (2) , p) while lengthening negative edges causes more increase in geo− (V (2) , p). Consequently, positive edges become shorter
in average than the mean distance between all vertices, and negative edges become longer
than that. This results in friends lying close to each other while foes move apart.
Theorem 4.1 If p0 is a drawing of the signed graph Gs = (V, E) with minimum Signed LinLog
+ (2)
energy, p0 also minimizes arith− (V(2) ,p) .

geo (V

,p)

Proof Let p0 be a layout with minimum Signed LinLog energy.
P
P
0
0
0
If {u,v}∈E + kp0u − p0v k +
(2) kpu − pv k = c, then p is a solution to:
{u,v}∈V

minimize(−

X

ln kpu − pv k −

{u,v}∈E −

subject to

X

ln kpu − pv k)

{u,v}∈V (2)

X

X

kpu − pv k +

{u,v}∈E +

kpu − pv k = c.

{u,v}∈V (2)

The above expression may be reformulated in the form of
E−

V (2)

minimize − ln(geo
(E − , p)geo
(V (2) , p)).
p
(2)
−
exp(x) is an increasing function of x, the minimization of this expresSince E + V
sion is equivalent to minimize exp(ln − 1 (2) ). Multiply the numerator by the constant
geo (V

,p)

arith+ (V (2) , p), and rewriting the restriction, we obtain:
minimize

arith+ (V (2) , p)
geo− (V (2) , p)

subject to arith+ (V (2) , p) =

c
E + + V (2)

.

Suppose there exists a layout q 0 of Gs with minimum Signed LinLog energy for which
arith+ (V (2) ,p0 )
arith+ (V (2) ,q 0 )
<
.
(2)
−
0
geo (V ,q )
geo− (V (2) ,p0 )
We can always define a scaling q 1 =

c
(|E + |+ V (2) )arith+ (V (2) ,q 0 )
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q 0 for which arith+ (V (2) , q 1 ) =

+ (2) 0
+ (2) 0
+ (2) 1
c
, but arith− (V(2) ,q1 ) = arith− (V(2) ,q0 ) < arith− (V(2) ,p0 ) . This
geo (V ,q )
geo (V ,q )
geo (V ,p )
|E + |+ V (2)
Hence q 0 does not exist and the restriction may always be removed.

is a contradiction.

Similar theorems exist for LinLog and Dual LinLog models:
Theorem 4.2 Let G = (V, E + ) be a connected graph, and let p0 be a layout of G with mini+
mum LinLog energy. Then p0 also minimizes arith(E(2) ,p) .

geo(V

,p)

Theorem 4.3 If p0 is a drawing of a graph G = (V, E − ) with minimum Dual LinLog energy,
p0 also minimizes

arith(V (2) ,p)
.
geo(E − ,p)

Adding multiplicative constants to the LinLog model has only a zooming effect, but does
not change its minimum [18]. However, the minimum of Signed LinLog model depends on
the constants. It can be proved in the same way as in Theorem 4.1 that:
Corollary 4.1 The minimization of Weighted Signed LinLog energy defined as
UW eigthedSignedLinLog

=

X

k1 kpu − pv k −

X

k3 ln kpu − pv k +

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈E +

X

kpu − pv k − k3 ln kpu − pv k,

{u,v}∈V (2)
k1 + (V (2) ,p)
is equivalent to the minimization of arith
.
k −,k d (2)

geo 2

3 (V

,p)

arithk1 + (V (2) , p) is defined similar to arith+ (V (2) , p), but positive edges are counted (k1 + 1)
times. In the same way, disconnected pairs are weighted k3 times as much in geok2 −,k3 d (V (2) , p),
while negative edges are counted (k2 + k3 ) times. These three constants determine how much

positive/negative edges are shorter/longer in average w.r.t. the mean neutral distance between all vertices. Specifically in large sparse graphs, encountered frequently in social networks, the adjustment of these parameters is helpful to improve the revelation of clusters.
While Theorem 4.1 explains why Signed LinLog reveals the clusters, Theorem 4.4 is about
the distance interpretability in bipartition layouts. It states that the negative harmonic mean
distance between two partitions of a signed graph in a one-dimensional layout with minimum
Signed LinLog energy varies directly with the negative density between them, and inversely
with their positive density.
Theorem 4.4 Let p0 be a one-dimensional drawing of the signed graph Gs = (V, E). Let
(V1 , V2 ) be a bipartition of V such that the vertices in V1 have smaller positions than the
vertices in V2 (i.e. ∀v1 ∈ V1 , ∀v2 ∈ V2 : pv1 < pv2 ). Then:
harm− (V1 × V2 , p0 ) =

8

1 + density − (V1 , V2 )
.
1 + density + (V1 , V2 )

Model

Minimization equivalence

LinLog [19]

minimize

Dual LinLog
Signed LinLog

One-dimensional bipartition

arith(E + ,p)

harm(V1 × V2 , p0 ) =

geo(V (2) ,p)
arith(V (2) ,p)
minimize
geo(E − ,p)
arith+ (V (2) ,p)
minimize
geo− (V (2) ,p)

1
density + (V1 ,V2 )

harm(EV− ×V , p0 ) = density − (V1 , V2 )
1

2

1+density − (V1 ,V2 )
harm− (V1 × V2 , p0 ) =
1+density + (V1 ,V2 )

Table 1: Summary of the clustering properties of primary, dual and signed LinLog.

Proof Let p0 be a layout with minimum Signed LinLog energy. If we add d ∈ R to the
coordinates of the vertices of V1 in a way that the largest coordinate of the vertices in V1
remain less than the smallest coordinate of the vertices in V2 , the Signed LinLog energy
becomes:
USignedLinLog (d, p0 )

X

=

V2

V1

X

ln |pu − pv |

{u,v}∈∪E −(2) ∪E −(2)

{u,v}∈E +(2) ∪E +(2)

+

X

|pu − pv | −

V1

V2

|pu − pv | − ln |pu − pv |

(2)
(2)
{u,v}∈V1 ∪V2

X

+

X

ln(|pu − pv | + d)

−
{u,v}∈EV
1 ×V2

+
{u,v}∈EV
1 ×V2

+

X

(|pu − pv | + d) −

|pu − pv | + d − ln(|pu − pv | + d).

{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

Since p0 is a layout with minimum energy, the above function has a minimum at d = 0, i.e.
0
USignedLinLog
(d = 0, p0 ) = 0. Then:
EV+ ×V
1

2

+ |V1 × V2 | =

{u,v}∈EV− ×V
1

Replacing the right side with

1
+
|pu − pv |

X

|V1 ||V2 |+ EV− ×V
1
2
harm− (V1 ×V2 ,p0 )

2

X
{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

1
.
|pu − pv |

and |V1 × V2 | with |V1 | |V2 |, the result is ob-

tained.
Although Theorem 4.4 does not generalize to more than one dimensions, it remains approximately true for 1+ dimensional layouts of clusterizable bipartitions. Refer to Appendix B
for more details of the approximation. Notice for graphs containing a higher number of clusters, there is in general no 2D or 3D drawing satisfying the clustering property between every
two clusters. Namely, there exists no configuration where the distance between every two
clusters follow the clustering criterion, without conflicting the geometrical constraints imposed by the triangle inequality w.r.t. a third cluster. Equivalent theorems for LinLog and
Dual LinLog models are:

9

Theorem 4.5 Let G = (V, E + ) be a connected graph, and let p0 be a one-dimensional drawing
of G with minimum LinLog energy. Let (V1 , V2 ) be a partition of V such that the vertices in
V1 have smaller positions than the vertices in V2 (i.e. ∀v1 ∈ V1 , ∀v2 ∈ V2 : pv1 < pv2 ). Then,
1
harm(V1 × V2 , p) = density(V
.
,V )
1

2

Theorem 4.6 Let p0 be a one-dimensional drawing of a graph G = (V, E − ) with minimum
Dual LinLog energy. Let (V1 , V2 ) be a partition of V such that the vertices in V1 have
smaller positions than the vertices in V2 (i.e. ∀v1 ∈ V1 , ∀v2 ∈ V2 : pv1 < pv2 ). Then,
harm(EV− ×V , p0 ) = density(V1 , V2 ).
1

2

Table 1 summarizes the clustering properties of Signed LinLog with its primary and dual.
It is seen that Signed LinLog properties is a trade-off between the properties of its building
blocks. Proofs for Dual LinLog theorems are found in Appendix A. This appendix also
provides theorems about the relationship between the length of edges with the number of
vertices in LinLog, Dual LinLog and Signed LinLog models. Refer to [19] for the proofs of
LinLog theorems.

5

Signed LinLog in Action

In this section we present a synthetic layout of Signed LinLog model as well as layouts of
real data traces from Epinions [21], Slashdot [21], MovieLens [7] and tribal groups of Eastern
Central Highlands of New Guinea [20].

5.1

Toy Examples

Figure 1b shows the Signed LinLog layout of a graph containing 4 clusters of 5 vertices each.
The link probability inside clusters is 0.99 representing groups of close friends. The positive
link probability between cluster 1 and 2 is 0.2, i.e. they have some common interests. The
negative link probability between clusters 1 and 2 with 3 is 0.2, i.e. they distrust cluster
3 to some extent. Cluster 4 has no relationship with the other clusters. There are also 15
disconnected vertices. All clusters are clearly identifiable. Clusters 1 and 2 lie pretty close to
each other, but far from cluster 3. Cluster 4 is found in a place with almost equal distance
from the other clusters. Notice disconnected vertices take position in a way that their distance
from other vertices remain as uniform as possible. We also implemented the signed versions
of Fruchterman and Reingold [6] and Davidson and Harel [4] through Equation (1). Exact
Signed Fruchterman and Reingold

U=

Signed Davidson and Harel

U=

Signed LinLog

U=

+
+
+

k1
+ 3
{u,v}∈E
P

P
|pu − pv |3 − {u,v}∈E − k2 ln |pu − pv |
3
1
(2) ( 3 |pu − pv | − k3 ln |pu − pv |)
P {u,v}∈V
P
k2
2
{u,v}∈E + k1 |pu − pv | +
{u,v}∈E − |pu −pv |2
P
k3
2
{u,v}∈V (2) (|pu − pv | + |pu −pv |2
P
P
k1 |pu − pv | − {u,v}∈E − k2 ln |pu − pv |
+
{u,v}∈E
P
{u,v}∈V (2) |pu − pv | − k3 ln |pu − pv |

P

Table 2: Signed Energy Models
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(a) Signed Fruchterman

(b) Signed LinLog

(c) Signed Davidson

Figure 1: Signed layouts of the toy example, cluster 1 is black, cluster 2 gray, cluster 3 blue and cluster
4 green (for all three models k1 = 3, k2 = 2, k3 = 2). Positive edges are plot in green, and negative
edges by dashed red lines. Signed LinLog has clear superiority in the representation of clusters.

equations are given in Table 2. As is obvious from Figures 1a and 1c, there is no way to
detect the clusters once the vertices are discolored.
Here, we investigate the conformance of Signed LinLog layouts with the structural balance
theory [10]. This theory originated in social psychology by F. Heider. It posits that triangles
with three positive edges, or two negative edges and one positive edge are more likely to exist
between three individuals. Hence, they should be more frequent in real human communities.
In other words, ”The friend of my enemy is my enemy” and ”The friend of my friend is my
friend” are more plausible than ”The friend of my enemy is my friend” and ”the enemy of
my enemy is my enemy”.

(a) prob+
12 = 0.9 and
prob+
23 = 0.9

(b) prob+
12 = 0.9 and
prob−
23 = 0.9

(c) prob−
12 = 0.9 and
prob−
23 = 0.9

Figure 2: Conformance of Signed LinLog with Balance theory, k1 = k2 = 3, k3 = 1.

Signed LinLog versus Balance Theory Let a graph with three communities (clusters) of
−
10 friends (prob+
ii = 0.99, probii = 0.0). We triple the attractive and repulsive forces for better
layout clarity (k1 = k2 = 3, k3 = 1). In Figure 2a, cluster 1 and cluster 2, and cluster 2 and
+
cluster 3 trust each other (prob+
12 = 0.9, prob23 = 0.9). The structural balance theory suggests
that cluster 2 and cluster 3 trust each other with high probability. We can see that they are
put close to each other suggesting the same idea. In Figure 2b, cluster 1, trusts cluster 2,
but cluster 2 distrusts cluster 3. The balance theory predicts distrust between cluster 1 and
cluster 3. It is seen that cluster 1 and 3 are far from each other in the layout. In Figure 2c
11

cluster 1 distrusts cluster 2, and cluster 2 distrusts cluster 3. Balance theory predicts trust
between cluster 1 and cluster 3. In the Signed LinLog layout however, cluster 3 and cluster 1
are not very close. They seem to keep a neutral position towards each. In other words, ”the
enemy of my enemy is neither necessarily my friend nor my enemy”.
My Enemy takes Her Friends Further from Me Let a graph with three communities
−
of 10 friends (prob+
ii = 0.99, probii = 0.0). This graph models three communities of friends. In
all three figures there is strong trust between cluster 1 and cluster 2 explaining why they are
almost merged. In Figure 3a the two clusters express no attitude towards cluster 3 (prob+
12 =
− = 0.0). Both cluster 1 and cluster 2 lie in a neutral position with the
0.9, prob−
=
0.0,
prob
13
23
same distance from cluster 3. In Figure 3b cluster 2 expresses distrust towards cluster 3, while
−
−
there is no link between cluster 1 and cluster 3 (prob+
12 = 0.9, prob13 = 0.0, prob23 = 0.9). It is
seen that both cluster 1 and cluster 2 lie further from cluster 3 in Figure 3b than in Figure 3a,
but cluster 1 is still closer to cluster 3. In other words, cluster 1 moves away from cluster
3 although there is no explicit edge between them. This occurs because cluster 1 follows its
friend, and this latter distrusts cluster 3. In Figure 3c where both cluster 1 and cluster 2
−
−
explicitly express their distrust towards cluster 3 (prob+
12 = 0.9, prob13 = 0.9, prob23 = 0.9),
their distance gets more than the previous two cases. Both cluster 1 and cluster 2 have the
same position against cluster 3.

(a) prob+
12 = 0.9

(b) prob+
12 = 0.9 and
prob−
=
0.9
23

(c) prob+
12 = 0.9 and
prob−
= 0.9 and
13
prob−
23 = 0.9

Figure 3: Behavior of a cluster against the enemy of its friend, k1 = k2 = 3 and k3 = 1

(a) prob+
12 = 0.0

(b) prob+
12 = 0.6

Figure 4: Behavior of a group of enemies, k1 = k2 = 3 and k3 = 1
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Cluster of Enemies This example considers the special case of a graph with one group of
−
+
−
10 enemies (prob+
11 = 0.0, prob11 = 0.99) and a cluster of 10 friends (prob22 = 0.99, prob22 = 0.0).
+
Figure 4a shows the case where there is no link between two clusters (prob12 = 0.0, prob−
12 =
0.0). The enemies move away from each other but try to stay in a neutral position against
cluster 1 by encircling it. In Figure 4b the enemies have in common that they trust cluster 1
(prob+
12 = 0.6). Then, they get closer to cluster 1 than in Figure 4a, but still try to be as far
as possible from each other. It is interesting to note that the users of cluster 1 try to stay
away from each other, but at the same time get as close as possible to cluster 2.

5.2

Real World layouts

Epinions is a consumer review website where users can express trust or distrust in each
other. The dataset consists of 841372 votes by 131828 voters. Slashdot [21] is a technologyrelated news website where a variety of user-generated information about latest technology
and science-related news is circulated. Each user can mark others as friend if she likes their
comments or as foe otherwise. The dataset contains 549202 votes by 82140 voters taken on
the 21th of February 2009. Our statistical studies show that in the abolute majority of the
cases, two users have both given the same vote for each other (either both positive or both
negative). Despite, This conflict happens in 1% of two-way votes in Epinions dataset and
2% of them in Slashdot dataset. The layouts of Epinions and Slashdot are predented in
Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. In the simulations, we first omitted the conflicting votes,
then kept vertices with at least 5 positive incident unidirectional edges.
The tribal groups of Eastern Central Highlands of New Guinea is consisted of 16 tribes
being in war or peace state with each other. Each cluster has friend or foe relationship with
others, but there is no foe state inside the same cluster. The corresponding layout is given is
Figure 5c.
MovieLens 100k dataset consists of 100, 000 ratings on 1682 movies by 943 users. Ratings
are in a 5-star scale. We establish a positive link between a user and an item if the user
has rated the item with a score at least 0.2 larger than her average rating. In the same way,
a negative edge is put when the corresponding rating is 0.2 smaller than the user’s average
rating. The MovieLens layouts are provided in Figure 6.
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(a) Epinions layout. A cluster is detectable lower
than the center, slightly to the left.

(b) Slashdot users. k1 = 19, k2 = 10, k3 = 10.

(c) The tribal groups of Eastern Central
Highlands of New Guinea. Three higher
order clusters described in [8] are revealed.
Positive edges are in green. Negative edges
are plot by dashed red lines.

Figure 5: Epinions and Slashdot Signed LinLog layouts. The users having received a lot of positive
votes are in the center. Zooming on the layouts reveals many lower order clusters. k1 = 19, k2 = 10,
k3 = 10. In the layout of the tribal groups of Eastern Central Highlands of New Guinea, k1 = 3,
k2 = 2, k3 = 2.
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users
movies

action

(a) Users and movies

(b) Action

thriller

comedy

(c) Thriller

(d) Comedy

romance

musical

(e) Romance

(f) Musical

Figure 6: Signed LinLog Layouts of MovieLens 100k ratings. Active users and popular movies are in
the center. Notice the changes in the density of movies. Some areas in the layout are pretty dense
while some others are almost empty. Users lie close to the movies they have liked. k1 = 19, k2 = 10,
k3 = 10. In large sparse graphs, higher constants are more beneficial.
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6

Two Other Clustering Signed Energy Models

In this section we present two other classes of energy models whose clustering version can
cluster graphs in terms of different cuts. In contrast to the model of Section 4, they are not
constructed by adding the model to its dual.

6.1

Two Clustering Models

The first one is defines as:
USignedGraph

X

=

X

f (kpu − pv k) −

f (kpu − pv k) +

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈E +

X

f (kpu − pv k) + g(kpu − pv k).

{u,v}∈V (2)

In this model both negative and positive forces follow the same function. Like our previous
model, this one is also capable of drawing disconnected graphs. The only case where the
model does not converge is when there exist a subgraph whose each vertex has negative edges
to all other vertices of the rest of the graph, i.e. density + (V1 , V2 ) = 1. Ignoring this special
case that almost never happens in reality, we can state that the model can draw connected
and disconnected graphs. In its clustering form it is written in the form of:
USignedClustering

X

=

X

kpu − pv k −

X

kpu − pv k +

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈E +

kpu − pv k − ln kpu − pv k.

{u,v}∈V (2)

Here, we state the similar theorems about the clustering properties of this model. Proofs
follow the same techniques as in Section 4.
Theorem 6.1 If p0 is a drawing of a graph Gs = (V, E) with minimum Signed Clustering
energy then:
X

kpu − pv k +

{u,v}∈E +

X

X

kpu − pv k =

kpu − pv k + V (2) .

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈V (2)

Theorem 6.2 Let p0 be a one-dimensional drawing of the signed graph Gs = (V, E) with
minimum Signed Clustering energy. Let (V1 , V2 ) be a partition of V such that the vertices in
V1 have smaller positions than the vertices in V2 (i.e. ∀v1 ∈ V1 , ∀v2 ∈ V2 : pv1 < pv2 ). Then:
harm(V1 × V2 , p0 ) =

1
.
1 + density + (V1 , V2 ) − density − (V1 , V2 )

Theorem 6.3 If p0 is a drawing of the signed graph Gs = (V, E) with minimum Signed
+ (2)
−
Clustering energy, p0 also minimizes arith (V (2)\E ,p) .

geo(V
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,p)

The second class is defined as:
USignedGraph =

X

X

f (kpu − pv k) +

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈E +

X

g(kpu − pv k) +

g(kpu − pv k).

{u,v}∈V (2)

In this model, the set of positive edges acts as the backbone of the layout rendering convergence. Consequently, this model can not draw graphs disconnected by positive edges. Its
clustering form is:
USignedClustering =

X

kpu − pv k −

X
{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈E +

X

ln kpu − pv k −

ln kpu − pv k.

{u,v}∈V (2)

The clustering properties are as follows:
Theorem 6.4 If p0 is a drawing of the positively connected signed graph Gs = (V, E) with
minimum Signed Clustering energy then:
X

kpu − pv k = E − + V (2) .

{u,v}∈E +

Theorem 6.5 Let p0 be a one-dimensional drawing of the positively connected signed graph
Gs = (V, E) with minimum Signed Clustering energy. Let (V1 , V2 ) be a partition of V such
that the vertices in V1 have smaller positions than the vertices in V2 (i.e. ∀v1 ∈ V1 , ∀v2 ∈ V2 :
pv1 < pv2 ). Then:
harm− (V1 × V2 , p0 ) =

1 + density − (V1 , V2 )
.
density + (V1 , V2 )

Theorem 6.6 If p0 is a drawing of the positively connected signed graph Gs = (V, E) with

+)
minimum Signed Clustering energy, p0 also minimizes arith(E
.
− (2)

geo (V

6.2

,p)

Example Layouts

The real world layouts of these models are seen in Figures 7 and 8.
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(a) Epinions (first model)

(b) Slashdot (first model)

(c) Epinions (second model)

(d) Slashdot (second model)

Figure 7: Epinions and Slashdot layouts with the first model (k1 = 19, k2 = 10, k3 = 10) and the
second model (k1 = 2, k2 = 1, k3 = 1).
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users
movies

action

(a) Users and movies - first model

(b) Action movies - first model

thriller

users
movies

(c) Thriller movies - first model

(d) Users and movies - second model

action

thriller

(e) Action movies - second model

(f) Thriller movies - second model

Figure 8: MovieLens 100k ratings visualization with the first and second model, k1 = 19, k2 = 10,
k3 = 10.
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7

Energy Models for Drawing Bipartite Graphs

The user/item interaction can be modeled by bipartite graphs in collaborative rating networks. The two partitions of such a graph represent users and items. There exists an edge
between a user and an item if the user has done some activity on the item. This is in the
form of explicit rating in its less noisiest form, but may also refer to implicit data like clicking
history. Real-world examples of collaborative filtering networks are MovieLens and Netflix
where users rate movies in a 5-star scale to express their opinion on them. Visualization of
these networks leads to detection of user and item clusters, being in turn a helpful asset to
recommendation systems and market analysis.
Formally, we show bipartite graphs with Gb = (V1 , V2 , Eb ), where Eb ⊂ V1 × V2 is the edge
set, and V1 , V2 are two disjoint sets of vertices representing the vertex partitions of the graph.
Bipartite graphs are different from unipartite graphs in that there is no internal edge in the
two partitions, and edges only exist between vertices belonging to two different partitions.
Consequently, efficient bipartite graph visualization necessitates proper models. Standard
graph visualization tools and libraries (e.g. NodeXL for Excel or Jung library for Java) do
not offer such models. In this section we suggest an abstract equation for bipartite energy
models. Then, we derive the clustering properties of Bipartite LinLog model. We define
the bipartite density between two clusters Vl and Vr of a bipartite graph, where each cluster
contains vertices from both V1 and V2 , as:
b =
densitylr

|Elr |
.
|V1l | |V2r | + |V1r | |V2l |

(3)

The main problem of Equation (4) for visualizing bipartite graphs is that the neutral energy
g(kpu − pv k) exists between every two vertices including (u, v) : u ∈ V1 , v ∈ V2 . For bipartite
graphs, this leads in each partition influencing the configuration of the other out of the
interaction set fully stated by edges. In general, the two partitions represent two totally
different entities (e.g. users vs. items). Therefore, it is desirable to omit any mutual influence
between them unless with the intermediate of edges. Having this idea in mind, we arrive at
the following definition for bipartite energy models:
UBipartite =

X

X

f (kpu − pv k) +

{u,v}∈Eb

(2)

{u,v}∈V1

g(kpu − pv k).
(2)

∪V2

The bipartite version of Signed LinLog is defined as:
UBipartiteLinLog =

X

kpu − pv k −

{u,v}∈Eb

X

ln kpu − pv k.

(2)
(2)
{u,v}∈V1 ∪V2

Theorem 7.1 states that in a layout with minimum Bipartite LinLog energy, the total
length of edges is fixed; it is equal to the sum of squares of the cardinality of the two
partitions.
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Theorem 7.1 If p0 is a drawing of a bipartite graph Gb = (V1 , V2 , Eb ) with minimum Bipartite
LinLog energy, then:
X
kpu − pv k = |V1 |2 + |V2 |2 .

{u,v}∈Eb

Theorem 7.2 Let p0 be a one-dimensional layout of the bipartite graph Gb = (V1 , V2 , Eb ).
Let V1l , V1r be a partition of V1 , and V2l , V2r a partition of V2 such that all vertices in V1l and
V2l have smaller position than vertices in V1r and V2r (i.e. ∀vl ∈ V1l ∪ V2l , ∀vr ∈ V2r ∪ V1r :
pvl < pvr ). Then:
harm(V1l × V1r ∪ V2l × V2r ) =

|V1l × V1r | + |V2l × V2r |
1
,
=
b
|Elr |
densitylr

where Elr = EV 1l×V2r ∪ EV 2l×V1r , i.e. edges connecting the vertices on the left half-line to
the vertices of the right half-line.
Theorem 7.3 Let Gb = (V1 , V2 , Eb ) be a connected bipartite graph, and let p0 be a layout
of Gb with minimum Bipartite LinLog energy. Then p0 is a layout of Gb that minimizes
arith(Eb ,p)
.
(2)
(2)
geo(V1

8

∪V2

,p)

Energy Models for Drawing Signed Bipartite Graphs

We represent bipartite signed graphs with Gbs = (V1 , V2 , Ebs ), where signed edge set is repre+ ∪ E − , E + , E − ⊂ V × V , E + ∩ E − = ∅, and V and V denote the two
sented by Ebs = Ebs
1
2
1
2
bs
bs bs
bs
bs
vertex partitions. We define the positive and negative density for bipartite signed graphs as
follows:
b,+

densitylr

=

+
Elr

|V1l | |V2r | + |V1r | |V2l |

b,−

,

densitylr

=

−
Elr

|V1l | |V2r | + |V1r | |V2l |

.

The abstract form of bipartite signed energy models is defined as:
UBipartiteSignedGraph

X

=

f (kpu − pv k) +

g(kpu − pv k) +

−
{u,v}∈Ebs

+
{u,v}∈Ebs

X

f (kpu − pv k) + g(kpu − pv k).

(2)

{u,v}∈V1

X

(2)

∪V2

Bipartite Signed LinLog model is defined as:
UBipartiteSignedLinLog

=

X

kpu − pv k −

+
{u,v}∈Ebs

X

X

ln kpu − pv k +

−
{u,v}∈Ebs

kpu − pv k − ln kpu − pv k.

(2)
(2)
{u,v}∈V1 ∪V2

The theorems of prior sections may be easily generalized to signed bipartite graphs. The
proofs are quite similar to previous ones. Here, we state the results:
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Theorem 8.1 If p0 is a drawing of a bipartite signed graph Gbs = (V1 , V2 , Ebs ) with minimum
Bipartite Signed LinLog energy, then:
X

X

kpu − pv k +
(2)

kpu − pv k +

kpu − pv k = |V1 |2 + |V2 |2 + Eb− .

Eb+

(2)

{u,v}∈V1

X

{u,v}∈V2

Theorem 8.2 Let p0 be a one-dimensional layout of the bipartite signed graph Gbs = (V1 ,
V2 , Ebs ). Let V1l , V1r be a partition of V1 , and V2l , V2r a partition of V2 such that all vertices
in V1l and V2l have smaller position than vertices in V1r and V2r (i.e. ∀vl ∈ V1l ∪ V2l , ∀vr ∈
V2r ∪ V1r : pvl < pvr ). Then:
b,−
κ + densitylr
−
harm(V1l × V1r ∪ V2l × V2r ∪ Ebs ) =
,
b,+
κ + densitylr

where
κ=

|V1l | |V1r | + |V2l | |V2r |
|V1l | |V2r | + |V1r | |V2l |

Theorem 8.3 Let Gbs = (V1 , V2 , Ebs ) be a connected bipartite signed graph, and let p0 be a
layout of Gbs with minimum Bipartite Signed LinLog energy. Then p0 is a layout of Gbs that
(2)

minimizes

arith(V1

(2)

geo(V1

9

(2)

∪V2

(2)

∪V2

+ ,p)
∪Ebs

− ,p)
∪Ebs

.

Conclusion

The problem of signed graph visualization has been ignored so far. In this paper, we suggested
energy models for drawing signed graphs. We focused on preserving the community structure
inside sociograms. A dual model was first suggested to draw graphs containing uniquely
repulsive edges. An abstract equation for signed energy models was consequently proposed
by adding up the primary models by their dual. Signed LinLog was presented as a model
preserving the community structure inside graphs. We analytically derived its clustering
properties, and argued the effect of force constants. The most important results were as
follows. Signed LinLog draws positive edges short, and negative edges long w.r.t the mean
neutral distance between vertices. This property renders the revelation of clusters. Signed
LinLog generates layouts of graph bipartitions where the negative harmonic mean distance
between the partitions increases with the positive density, and decreases with the negative
density. Our signed energy models are capable of drawing disconnected graphs. Disconnected
vertices are plot in places with distances as uniform as possible from the rest of the vertices.
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A

Theorems and Proofs

Proof of Theorem 4.3 We first suppose that the total distance between all vertices is fixed,
and prove the theorem under this restriction. This restriction will be removed at the end of
the proof using proof by contradiction. Suppose that p0 is a drawing minimizing Dual LinLog
energy, that is, it is a solution to the problem:
X

minimize UDualLinLog (p) =

kpu − pv k −

{u,v}∈V (2)

X

ln kpu − pv k.

{u,v}∈E −

The total distance between all vertices in p0 would be a positive value, say c:
X

kpu − pv k = c.

{u,v}∈V (2)

Hence, p0 is also a solution to:
minimize −

ln kpu − pv k subject to arith(V (2) , p) =

X
{u,v}∈E −

Since
to:

E−

p

c
V (2)

.

exp(x) is an increasing function of its argument, the above expression is equivalent

v
u
minimize E −u
texp(−

that is, minimize

X

ln kpu − pv k) subject to arith(V (2) , p) =

{u,v}∈E −

c
1
subject to arith(V (2) , p) =
geo(E − ,p)
V (2)

c
V (2)

,

. If we multiply this result by

arith(V (2) , p), we have:
minimize

c
arith(V (2) , p)
subject to arith(V (2) , p) =
.
geo(E − , p)
V (2)

(2) 0 )
We now remove the restriction. Suppose there exists a drawing q 0 for which arith(V− ,q
<
0

geo(E ,q )

arith(V (2) ,p0 )
.
geo(E − ,p0 )
c
V (2)

We can define a scaling q 1 =

c
q0
V (2) arith(V (2) ,q 0 )

for which arith(V (2) , q 1 ) =

(2) 1 )
arith(V (2) ,q 0 )
arith(V (2) ,p0 )
and arith(V− ,q
=
<
1
− 0
− 0 . This contradicts the previous re-

geo(E ,q )

geo(E ,q )

geo(E ,p )

sults. Hence, q 0 does not exist, and we can always remove the restriction.
Proof of Theorem 4.6 Suppose that p0 is a one-dimensional layout minimizing the Dual
LinLog energy. Then, adding d ∈ R to the coordinates of all vertices in V1 in a way that they
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remain smaller than the coordinates of all vertices in V2 (i.e. max{pu |u ∈ V1 } < min{pu |u ∈

V2 }), the Dual LinLog energy is:

X

UDualLinLog (d, p0 ) =

(2)

{u,v}∈V1

X

(kpu − pv k) −

X

ln(kpu − pv k)

{u,v}∈E −(2) ∪E −(2)

(2)

∪V2

V2

V1

X

(kpu − pv k + d) −

ln(kpu − pv k + d).

−
{u,v}∈EV
1 ×V2

{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

This function must have a global minimum at d = 0 because p is a layout with minimum
Dual LinLog Energy:
0
UDualLinLog
(d, p0 )

X

|V1 | |V2 | −

=

−
{u,v}∈EV
1 ×V2

0
UDualLinLog
(d = 0, p0 )

X

|V1 | |V2 | −

=

−
{u,v}∈EV
1 ×V2

|V1 | |V2 |

EV−1 ×V2

=

harm(EV−1 ×V2 , p)

1
.
kpu − pv k + d
1
= 0.
kpu − pv k

.

Theorem A.1 ([18]) If p0 is a solution to M inimize ULinLog , then:
kpu − pv k = V (2) .

X
{u,v}∈E +

Theorem A.1 states that the total length of edges is always fixed in layouts with minimum
LinLog energy. The value of this total length is the cardinality of V (2) .
Theorem A.2 If p0 is a solution to M inimize UDualLinLog , then:
kpu − pv k = E − .

X
{u,v}∈V (2)

Proof Suppose p0 is a drawing with minimum Dual LinLog energy. If we multiply all coordinates by some d ∈ R, the energy of the system becomes:
UDualLinLog (d, p0 ) =

X

dkpu − pv k −

X

ln dkpu − pv k.

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈V (2)

Since p0 is a drawing with minimum Dual LinLog energy every scaling of p0 must lead to an
increase in the energy of the system. Hence, the above expression has a minimum at d = 1.
0
UDualLinLog
(d, p0 )

X

=

{u,v}∈V (2)
0
UDualLinLog
(d = 1, p0 )

X

=

{u,v}∈V (2)
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kpu − pv k −

E−
,
d

kpu − pv k − E − = 0.

Theorem A.2 states that the total Euclidean distance of all vertices is always fixed in layouts
with minimum Dual LinLog energy. It is equal to the number of edges.
Theorem A.3 If p0 is a drawing of a graph Gs (V, E) with minimum Signed LinLog energy
then:
X
X
kpu − pv k = E − + V (2) .

kpu − pv k +

{u,v}∈E +

{u,v}∈V (2)

Proof Suppose p0 is a drawing with minimum Signed LinLog energy. If we multiply all
coordinates in p0 by d ∈ R, the energy of the system is:
USignedLinLog (d, p0 ) =

X

dkpu − pv k −

ln dkpu − pv k

{u,v}∈E −

{u,v}∈E +

+

X

X

dkpu − pv k − ln dkpu − pv k.

{u,v}∈V (2)

Since p0 is a drawing with minimum energy, this equation has a minimum at d = 1, that is:
0
USignedLinLog
(d, p0 )

=

X
{u,v}∈E +

0
USignedLinLog
(d = 1, p0 )

=

X

E−
kpu − pv k −
+
d
kpu − pv k − E − +

{u,v}∈E +

V (2)

X

kpu − pv k −

{u,v}∈V (2)

X

d

,

kpu − pv k − V (2) = 0.

{u,v}∈V (2)

Theorem A.3 states that the sum of the total length of positive edges with the total Euclidean
distance between all vertices is always a fixed value in the drawings with minimum Signed
LinLog energy.

B

Distance Interpretability in 1+ Dimensional Signed LinLog
Bipartition Layouts

In this appendix we explain the approximate generalizability of Theorem 4.4 to 1+ dimensions. The following theorem holds exactly for layouts with any number of dimensions:
Theorem B.1 Let p be a D-dimensional drawing of Gs = (V, E) with minimum Weighted
Signed LinLog energy. Let (S1 , S2 ) be a bipartition of the drawing space by any hyperplane H
P
,D}
defined by i∈I ai xi = b, I ∈ {1,···
bipartition of vertices in a way that
D−1 . If (V1 , V2 ) is aP
P
v
∀u ∈ V1 : pu ∈ S1 , and ∀v ∈ V2 : pv ∈ S2 , that is ∀u ∈ V1 : i ai xu
i < b and ∀v ∈ V2 : i ai xi > b,
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then:
PD

X

u
v
i=1 (xi − xi )
+
kpu − pv k

k1

{u,v}∈EV+ ×V
1

2

u
v
i=1 (xi − xi )
+
kpu − pv k2

k2

{u,v}∈EV− ×V
1

2

u
v
i=1 (xi − xi )
=
kpu − pv k

{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

PD

X

PD

X

PD

X

k3

{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

u
v
i=1 (xi − xi )
.
kpu − pv k2

Proof If we add some distanceP
vector d~ = (d1 , . . . , dD ) to all vertices in V1 in a way that none
of them enter S2 , i.e. ∀u ∈ V1 : i ai (xui + di ) < b, the energy of the new drawing is:
U new

X

=

X

k1 kpu − pv k −

V1

V1

V2

X

k2 ln kpu − pv k +

{u,v}∈E −(2) ∪E −(2)

{u,v}∈E +(2) ∪E +(2)

V2

X

(kpu − pv k − k3 ln kpu − pv k) +

{u,v}∈V12 ∪V22

+
{u,v}∈EV
1 ×V2

v
uD
uX
k1 t (xui − xvi + di )2 −
i=1

v
uD
uX
k2 ln t (xui − xvi + di )2 +

X
−
{u,v}∈EV
1 ×V2

i=1

v
v
uD
uD
uX
uX
(t (xui − xvi + di )2 − k3 ln t (xui − xvi + di )2 ).

X

i=1

{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

i=1

The partial derivative of this function with respect to di is:
∂Unew
∂di

X

=

+
{u,v}∈EV
1 ×V2

X
{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

k1 qP

( qP

xui − xvi + di
D
u
i=1 (xi

− xvi + di )2

xui − xvi + di

D
u
i=1 (xi

− xvi + di )2

X

−

−
{u,v}∈EV
1 ×V2

xui − xvi + di
+
u
v
2
i=1 (xi − xi + di )

k2 P D

xui − xvi + di
).
u
v
2
i=1 (xi − xi + di )

− k3 PD

Since p is a layout with minimum Signed LinLog energy, the application of any non zero
vector d~ must result in increase of energy. Hence, the gradient vector of Unew must be zero
PD ∂Unew
new = 0. Hence
when d~ = 0, that is ∀di : ∂U∂d
= 0.
i=1 ∂d
i

D
X
∂Unew
i=1

∂di

=

i

PD
PD
u
v
X
(xu − xvi )
i=1 (xi − xi )
k1 qP
−
k2 PDi=1 i
+
u
v 2
D
u − xv ) 2
+
−
i=1 (xi − xi )
(x
{u,v}∈EV
{u,v}∈E
i
i
i=1
V1 ×V2
1 ×V2
PD
PD
u
v
X
(x − xi )
(xu − xv )
( qPi=1 i
− k3 i=1u i v 2 i ) = 0.
(xi − xi )
D
u
v 2
{u,v}∈V1 ×V2
i=1 (xi − xi )
X

For D-dimensional layouts of graphs clusterizable to some extent, Theorem B.1 leads to the
following useful corollary:
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Corollary B.1 Let p be a D-dimensional drawing of Gs = (V, E) with minimum Weighted
Signed LinLog energy. For any non-scaling linear transformation of the coordinate system3
that partitions the vertices into (V1 , V2 ) in a way that in the new coordinate system ∀u ∈
v 4
V1 , v ∈ V2 , 1 ≤ i ≤ D : xu
i < xi :
X

k1

{u,v}∈EV+ ×V
1

2

X

k2

{u,v}∈EV− ×V
1

where kpu − pv kM an =

kpu − pv kM an
+
kpu − pv k
kpu − pv kM an
+
kpu − pv k2

2

PD

u
v
i=1 xi − xi

kpu − pv kM an
=
kpu − pv k

X
{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

X

k3

{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

kpu − pv kM an
,
kpu − pv k2

is the Manhatan distance between pu and pv .

We know from Corollary 4.1 that force constants may be adjusted to shorten positive edges
and lengthen negative edges as much as necessary. Hence, provided the graph is clusterizable
into two convex subgraphs, we may modify the constants to decrease the diameter of clusters
(i.e. the maximum Euclidean distance between pairs of a cluster) and increase their distance
as much as desired. If the vertices are concentrated and far from each other, the Euclidean
and Manhatan distance become almost equal. In this case we can state:
Corollary B.2 Let p be a D-dimensional drawing of Gs = (V, E) with minimum Weighted
Signed LinLog energy. If a bipartition of vertices (V1 , V2 ) exists in a way that the diameter of
V1 and V2 is small compared to their distance, then:
k + k2 density − (V1 , V2 )
harmk2 −,k3 d (V1 × V2 , p0 ) ≈ 3
.
1 + k1 density + (V1 , V2 )

Proof Putting kpu − pv k ≈ kpu − pv kM an into Theorem B.1, we obtain:
k1 EV+ ×V
1

2

{u,v}∈EV− ×V
1

Replacing the right side by
k2 −,k3 d

harm

0

(V1 × V2 , p )

=

k2
+
kpu − pv k

X

+ |V1 × V2 | =

2

k2 EV− ×V +k3 |V1 ×V2 |
1
2
,
harmk2 −,k3 d (V1 ×V2 ,p0 )

where

k2 EV−1 ×V2 + k3 |V1 × V2 |
,
P
λ0uv

λ0uv

k2 EV−1 ×V2 + k3 |V1 × V2 |
−
k2 EV
1 ×V2
−
harm(EV
)
×V
1

2

+

{u,v}∈V1 ×V2

(

{u,v}∈V1 ×V2 kpu −pv k

=

X

=

k2 + k3
k3

.

k3 |V1 ×V2 |
harm(V1 ×V2 ,p)

the result is derived.
3
4

This causes no change to the energy of the system.
Notice such transformation does not exist for the layouts of all graphs.
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k3
.
kpu − pv k

if {u, v} ∈ EV−1 ×V2
if {u, v} ∈ V1 × V2 \EV−1 ×V2

